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ABOUT US

Accent Fashion Accessories are a leading wholesaler for both women and men’s
fashion accessories, based in the heart of Manchester, England. Originally
established in 2004, over the past decade Accent has seen significant growth and
are now supplying to over 6’000 customers world wide including both high street
and online retails such as ASOS and NEXT/Lipsy to name a few. Originally known
for specializing in both men’s and women’s sunglasses, due to continued growth
Accent have branched out into other accessories including hats, bags, scarves,
jewellery and other soft accessories. In doing so Accent has carved a name for its
self as the specialist for the popular urban and chic culture accessories. As a
family run firm we retain the strong values of quality service and reliability in
which upon the company was founded. Our finger is firmly on the pulse of
festivals, music and the urban culture anticipating and setting new trends for
upcoming collections.
Design
‘Here at accent we have an inhouse talented and dynamic design team that come
from creative industries and are established markers in the accessories industry.
Equipped with regular global sourcing trips our design team are able to offer on
trend fashion led pieces to the market that are sure to make a statement and lead
market trends.
Sourcing
At Accent we source our products from all over the globe and manufacture a lot
of our products from the Far east, in which all our suppliers comply to local and
international labour standards. We have QC functions put in place with all of our
suppliers ensuring al products are inspected prior to shipment ensuring our
product performance standards are met. All of the products we manufacture are
safe and comply to meet all international chemical compliance standards
including our sunglasses in which all suppliers are FDA approved.

CUSTOMERS

Accent Fashion Accessories customer base includes exporters and wholesalers, along with multiple high
street store and online retailers, who are renowned as some of the top retailers in the UK and globally.

PRODUCTS
Here at Accent Fashion Accessories Ltd. we’re attuned
to the upcoming trends and seasons, in order to
develop a bespoke range of accessories ahead of
season, ensuring we are the first to offer innovative
designs and collections to our customers.
In do so we cover all product areas for both men and
women's., with our core product line being sunglasses,
closely followed by headwear and bags along with
other accessories including jewellery, footwear and
winter warmers.

ACCENT / SVNX
SVNX is the Accent Fashion Accessories in house brand. SVNX has
established itself as a UK leading lifestyle brand for both men and
women. Along with offering high fashion pieces at affordable prices
, SVNX pride itself on its custom prints creating original, fresh
products whilst reiving cult styles from future past. SVNX aims to
covet and unique style, but also offering timeless classic pieces for
every day use.
SVNX Is now sold on one of the largest UK retailers and now has
coverage in 20 product areas on ASOS across both men's, women's
and lifestyle categories.
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